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New Cloud-Based Payment Automation Solution is Live!

JACKSONVILLE, Fla- December 7, 2016 – OnPay Solutions, a nationally accredited AICPA
service organization and business-to-business payment automation company headquartered in
Jacksonville, Florida, has announced its new cloud-based, B2B payment automation solution,
OnPayConnectTM.
“Helping Businesses Automate Payments is all we do,” said Neal Anderson, CEO of OnPay
Solutions. We help A/P Departments move away from costly, time-consuming check-printing
and transition them to automated ePayments via ACH and Virtual Cards (VCards). We can
even automate Wire Transfers. We are so proud to introduce our new cloud-based platform,
OnPayConnectTM a system that is perfectly suited to our clients or any large A/P department that
seeks an even more streamlined and efficient way to make payments. ”
Not that long ago, payment files could only be accessed by physically sitting by and logging into
the computer hard drive. Today, however, many individuals take advantage of the advances in
technology and utilize cloud platforms to conduct their personal business. Individuals can
access email, share file docs, schedules, and financial information/bill pay from anywhere,
anytime.
Many businesses are realizing those benefits and becoming willing to migrate B2B payment
automation to a cloud platform. Businesses that move to “the cloud” can reduce the overhead
and cost associated with maintaining software and hardware.
First, costs are reduced. Costly check printing and mailing becomes a thing of the past when
online payments are issued and vendor payments become paperless.
Vendor onboarding for ePayments can be an expensive, time consuming and tedious task;
using OnPayConnectTM, however, vendors self-register for an ePayment program and that
information is available for our clients. This saves time, is more convenient, reduces labor costs,
lowers impact on IT, reduces errors and improves vendor participation.
Second, risk is minimized. In an online article released by Bloomberg, "Using cloud-based
software, an accountant can send a QuickBooks entry to managers for digital approvals, record
the transaction in all ledgers, and send payment out automatically for processing. The result:
Fewer employees have to deal with payments". Add in automating payables via
OnPayConnectTM and even less risk is realized as ePayments are much more secure than
check printing.

Third, efficiencies are maximized. Not only is risk minimized with cloud-based payments, but the
aforementioned accountant or accounts payable team member, does not have to be sitting at
his or her office PC. It can be done from his/her mobile device from anywhere, anytime.
Fourth, there is no burden on a company's IT department. These platforms are very user
friendly.
The benefits of a cloud-based payment automation system, like OnPayConnectTM, are endless.
These are just a few of the ways a cloud-based payment automation system can benefit a
business!!
To learn how you could save time, reduce cost, even earn cash back, with OnPayConnectTM, go
to www.onpaysolutions.com

About OnPay Solutions
OnPay Solutions offers business-to-business payment software and payment web services to
enhance efficiency and productivity for Accounts Payable.
OnPay Solutions’ payment automation products and services help businesses make payments
in the most efficient way possible all while allowing them to remain bank-neutral. OnPay
Solutions provides software solutions, hosted solutions, consulting services and outsourced
check printing services to help business achieve maximum efficiency and even a revenue
stream back into their accounts payable department.
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